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STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

INTRODUCTION 

 This dispute is focused solely on recourse available under a contract: Can the Yavapai-

Apache Nation (“YAN”) collect its judgment from the La Posta Band of Diegueno Mission 

Indians’ (“La Posta”) tribal assets? 

 That single issue underlies over three years’ worth of litigation in two courts.  YAN has 

acted in every imaginable way to prevent any court from squarely addressing the issue.  

However, had contractual recourse been determined at the outset, there would have been no need 

for multiple trials, countless hearings, and thousands of pages of filings. 

 This dispute arose after a failed casino venture between La Posta, a federally-recognized 

Indian tribe with reservation lands outside of Boulevard, California, and YAN, a federally-

recognized Indian Tribe with reservation lands near Camp Verde, Arizona.  As originally 

structured, La Posta took a loan from JP Morgan Chase, NA (“Chase”) to fund the casino 

construction, but because La Posta lacked assets to secure the loan, YAN signed as guarantor.  

La Posta was to repay the loan from the casino profits.   

 However, the casino never generated enough profit to make loan payments.  So rather 

than face default as guarantor, YAN bought the loan and became La Posta’s lender under the 

parties’ Second Amended and Restated Loan Agreement (“SARLA”).    

 Ultimately, the casino wholly failed, no profit was made, and La Posta was unable to 

make any loan payments to YAN.  La Posta ended up indebted to YAN for the principal and 

accrued interest, now an amount in excess of $30 million. 

 While this litigation arose from La Posta’s breach of SARLA, which was readily 

apparent, the ongoing litigation is ultimately focused on YAN’s singular goal of extra-
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contractual recourse: is YAN entitled to recourse to La Posta’s tribal assets, particularly its 

Revenue Sharing Trust Fund distribution (“RSTF”). 1  La Posta contends that it never pledged its 

RSTF and that the loan agreement expressly excludes all tribal assets including RSTF. 

This matter suffered a lengthy and convoluted procedural history that can be best 

digested in six chapters: the pleadings; the unpled accusations of fraud; the bench trial on 

damages; the jury trial on fraud; YAN’s second lawsuit; and the hearing on the Cross-Complaint. 

A. The Pleadings 

On May 9, 2013, YAN sued La Posta for breach of contract to recover the loaned money 

seeking over $36 million.  (Volume 1, Appellant’s Appendix (“AA”), pp 63-68.)  The breach was 

undeniable.  (2 AA 434-437.)  As discussed below, under SARLA, YAN had limited recourse to 

“Casino Assets” and was expressly excluded from recovering from any “Excluded Assets,” as 

both terms are defined by SARLA.  (1 AA 77, ¶ 10-12.)  The Casino Assets are worth well under 

$100,000.  (1 AA 223: 23-24.) 

However, YAN made it clear that it sought recourse beyond the Casino Assets to satisfy 

its inevitable judgment on the breach.  (1 AA 78, ¶ 24; 1 AA 199.)  So, to protect its unpledged 

tribal assets, on July 31, 2013, La Posta filed its Cross-Complaint for Declaratory Judgment 

(“Cross-Complaint”).  La Posta sought to interpret the parties’ rights under SARLA and clarify 

that La Posta’s RSTF were not pledged as a potential recourse, thus ensuring YAN had no right 

to enforce any future judgment against La Posta’s RSTF: 

There is a real and actual controversy between La Posta and YAN 

concerning their respective rights and obligations concerning 

1 On October 2, 2002, La Posta executed a Tribal-State Compact with California, which, in part, allowed La Posta to 

operate no more than 350 Gaming Devices, and also considered La Posta to be a “Non-Compact Tribe.” Under the 

Compact, as a Non-Compact Tribe, La Posta was entitled to an annual distribution of RSTF, approximately 

$750,000 to $1 million annually.  9/26/2014 Defendant’s Motion in Limine No. 1 of 7 Requesting that the its 

Equitable Claims be Tried Before Plaintiff’s Legal Claims to Promote Justice and Conserve Judicial Resources, pp 

4-5. 
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whether YAN is entitled to La Posta's RSTFs . . . 

La Posta desires a judicial determination of its rights and duties 

with regard to its RSTFs, as well as a judicial declaration stating 

that La Posta's RSTFs were not pledged as recourse under the Loan 

Agreement and that YAN is prohibited from enforcing any future 

judgment in YAN's favor against La Posta's RSTFs.   

(1 AA 79: ¶¶ 29, 33; 1 AA 80: ¶ 1.) 

B. The Unpled Accusations of Fraud 

On September 14, 2014, in anticipation of a September 9, 2014 trial readiness 

conference, the parties filed their Second Joint Trial Readiness Conference Report, wherein 

YAN detailed its pursuit of La Posta’s RSTF by accusing La Posta of fraud in connection with 

SARLA.  (1 AA 222-223.)  Despite denying any factual basis for fraud during discovery, YAN 

maintained that a dispute existed over the elements of fraud based on YAN’s affirmative defense 

to La Posta’s Cross-Complaint, which was sufficient to allow a jury trial on unpled accusations 

of fraud.  (1 AA 223:5-15; 1 AA 256.) 

On September 19, 2014, during a trial readiness conference, YAN argued that it should 

be allowed a jury trial on unpled accusations of fraud because (1) their affirmative defense to the 

Cross-Complaint suggested fraud and (2) there was an “agreement” to allow fraud because the 

term was mentioned in the parties’ Joint Trial Readiness Conference Report.  (1 AA 253: 22-28) 

9/19/2014 Trial Readiness Conference Transcript (“TRCT”), 3:5-9; 12-13.)  The trial court 

rebuked YAN’s position: 

THE COURT: There was no agreement. There is no agreement.  

How would you agree that fraud is part of the trial? How would 

any attorney agree that fraud is a part of the trial without having 

the opportunity to do any discovery that would support the 

allegations of fraud? 

. . .  

THE COURT: That doesn't make any logical sense to me, counsel. 
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(9/19/2014 TRCT 16: 12-21.) 

Nonetheless, the trial court allowed YAN to file a motion in limine to brief its argument 

that it could bring in unpled accusations of fraud without amending its Complaint.  (9/19/2014 

TRCT, 18:7-11; 19:8-11.) 

On September 24, 2014, after discovery closed, YAN filed a Motion in Limine Regarding 

Proof of Fraud arguing it could proceed to a jury trial on a single unpled accusation of fraud, and 

stating that “[w]ere YAN to amend, it would insert the following allegation in its complaint and 

answer”: 

YAN is entitled to, and seeks, a determination that La Posta 

committed fraud in connection with YAN and with [SARLA] 

because (1) on October 7, 2009, [La Posta] wrote to YAN in a 

letter that La Posta sought a four-month forbearance on La Posta's 

obligation to make payments to YAN under the SARLA to ‘allow 

further time for Casino management to consider implementation of 

the findings of [SDW]’; (2) at the time the aforementioned 

representation was made, La Posta did not intend to consider 

implementing SDW's findings; (3) La Posta intended YAN to 

rely—in considering La Posta's request for a forbearance—on La 

Posta's representation that La Posta intended to consider 

implementation of SDW's findings; (4) YAN was justified in 

relying on (and did rely on) La Posta's representation because the 

representation was made by an officer of La Posta; and (5) YAN 

was damaged by La Posta's false representation because YAN 

granted the requested forbearance (in reliance on the 

representation), and, had YAN not granted the requested 

forbearance, La Posta's obligation to YAN under the SARLA 

would have been greater because YAN would have been entitled to 

compound interest four months earlier than it actually did begin 

compounding interest.  

(1 AA 293-294.) 

Following the briefing, on October 3, 2014, during a trial call, the discussion continued 

over whether YAN could proceed with unpled accusations of fraud or whether fraud needed to 

be pled and whether La Posta could propound discovery on the accusations before the parties 
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proceeded to trial.  (See, e.g.,10/3/2014 Trial Call Transcript (“TCT”), 12-17.)  The trial court 

explained that it was going to reevaluate the motions in limine.  (10/3/2014 TCT, 25-26.) 

On October 9, 2014, the trial court granted YAN’s motion to allow a jury trial on unpled 

accusations of fraud and ordered the parties to meet and confer on the trial order and the trial 

court scheduled trial for October 17, 2014. (2 AA 6329-630).  On October 14, 2014,

the trial court rescheduled trial to October 24, 2014.  (2 AA 631-633.) 

The parties were unable to meet and confer as directed, so on October 17, 2014, YAN 

filed a response to the directive and La Posta responded.  (2 AA 634-657; 2 AA 658-667.)  In La 

Posta’s Response, La Posta challenged the trial court’s ability to have a jury trial because both 

parties’ limited waivers of sovereign immunity expressly waived any right to a jury trial.  (2 AA 

663-665.) 

During an October 24, 2014 trial call, the trial court postponed trial, accepted La Posta’s 

response as a motion to strike the jury demand, allowed YAN to respond and La Posta to reply, 

and scheduled a hearing to address the concerns over the jury trial and a second trial call for 

November 13, 2014.  (10/24/2014 TCT, 24-26; 3 AA 613.)  Between October 14, 2014 and 

November 13, 2014, the parties filed their papers on the dispute over the jury trial and both filed 

briefs arguing contract damages.  (See 3 AA 684-697; 3 AA 698-709; 3 AA 710-742; 3 AA 743-

750; 3 AA 751-778; 3 AA 779-790.) 

C. Bench Trial on Damages 

On November 13, 2014, instead of the hearing on whether the parties waived their right 

to a jury trial, the trial court held a bench trial on contract damages.  (11/13/2014 Reporter’s 

Transcript (“RT”) 2:10-16; 44:13-19.)  With the switch, La Posta was unable to introduce expert 

accountant testimony explaining La Posta’s damage calculations and detailing how damages 
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should be calculated under SARLA.  (11/13/2014 RT, 12:18-25; 28 3-26; 3 AA 776-778.) 

The dispute over damages focused on whether a forbearance in La Posta’s loan payments 

caused YAN damage—i.e., lost interest—sufficient to support YAN’s unpled accusations of 

fraud.  (See 3 AA 684-697; 3 AA 751-778; 3 AA 779-790; 11/13/2014 RT.) 

On December 30, 2014, the trial court issued an opinion finding that YAN’s 

interpretation of SARLA and YAN’s calculations were correct and that the forbearance cost 

YAN $262,081.65 in interest.  (3 AA 795-797: ¶¶ 4, 8, 15.)  With that finding, the trial court 

allowed YAN to proceed to a jury trial on fraud.  (3 AA 797: ¶ 17.)  Also on December 30, 2014, 

the trial court denied La Posta’s motion to honor the parties’ limited waiver of sovereign 

immunity waiving any jury trial.  (3 AA 791-792.) 

D. Jury Trial on Fraud 

There is only one aspect of the procedural history following the trial court’s December 

30, 2014 order leading up to the May 5, 2015 jury trial that is relevant to this appeal because of 

its consequences after the jury verdict.  

Since the October 9, 2014 order granting YAN’s motion in limine to allow a jury trial on 

fraud, the parties disputed the scope of the order.  YAN argued that the order allowed it to 

proceed to a jury trial on all types of fraud, i.e., intentional misrepresentation, negligent 

misrepresentation, and concealment.  La Posta argued that YAN was only entitled to a jury trial 

on the single unpled accusation of intentional misrepresentation fraud detailed in its motion.  

This dispute culminated during a January 23, 2015 trial call.2  (1/23/2015 TCT, 5:11-28; 6-8; 

10:13-19.) 

On April 1, 2015, to resolve the dispute over the appropriate verdict forms, the trial court 

2 On January 22, 2015, La Posta filed a Motion to Dismiss based on the statute of limitations for fraud.  The trial 

court treated the motion as untimely.  1/23/2015 Trial Call Transcript, p 11-12. 
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agreed with La Posta and limited the jury trial to the single unpled accusation of intentional 

misrepresentation that YAN requested in its motion.  (3 AA 800-805.) 

On May 7, 2015, the jury found that La Posta had not committed intentional 

misrepresentation related to the request for a loan forbearance.  (3 AA 806-808.)  

YAN’s Second Lawsuit 

In anticipation of losing the jury trial, YAN sued again, this time in its own Tribal Court.3  

(3 AA 952-964 [“Tribal Court Complaint”]).  YAN alleged the same factual scenario the jury 

addressed—fraud arising from La Posta’s request for a forbearance.  (See 3 AA 957-958:¶ 17; 3 

AA 959-960: ¶ 24.)  This time, YAN pled negligent misrepresentation and concealment and 

sought a declaratory judgment nearly identical to La Posta’s, alleging that “an actual case and 

controversy has arisen and now exists between YAN and La Posta over whether YAN can 

recoup its losses from La Posta’s RSTF distributions.”  (3 AA 958: ¶ 18; 3 AA 960-961: ¶¶ 25, 

28-33.) 

The Hearings on the Cross-Complaint 

Rather than repeat the same trial on the same facts in YAN’s Tribal Court, after the jury 

issued its verdict, in the interests of judicial economy, La Posta sought to have its declaratory 

action heard by the trial court.  (5/7/2015 Trial Transcript (“TT”), 48-51.)  La Posta maintained 

that both parties acknowledged a case and controversy existed over whether SARLA allowed 

YAN recourse to La Posta’s RSTF.  (Compare 1 AA 79-80: ¶¶ 28-35; 3 AA 960-961: ¶¶ 28-33.)  

YAN disagreed, arguing that until YAN had a judgment finding fraud, it could not have any 

claim to La Posta’s RSTF, and thus no case and controversy existed until a judgment was entered 

finding fraud. 

3 YAN filed the lawsuit on May 1, 2015 and served La Post before voir dire on May 5, 2015. 
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The parties filed competing motions on the pleadings, responses, and replies.  (See 3 AA 

820-986; 3 AA 809-819; 3 AA 968-986; 3 AA 1007-1019; 3 AA 10201030; 3 AA 1031-1017.)To

summarize, La Posta sought a declaratory judgment that YAN had no recourse to La Posta’s 

tribal assets or RSTF.  While YAN sought a dismissal on the basis that there was no case and 

controversy, so La Posta was improperly seeking an advisory opinion.  Id. 

On October 29, 2015, the trial court held a hearing on the competing motions, and later 

on that day, issued is order denying La Posta’s motion and granting YAN’s motion.  (3 AA 1065-

1067.)  The trial court looked to YAN’s contention that there is an actual controversy underlying 

La Posta’s Cross-Complaint because YAN admitted that it “does not presently contend that it is 

entitled to La Posta’s RSTF payments as recourse for judgment.”  (3 AA 1066.)  The trial court 

concluded that whether or not YAN may obtain a “future judgment” and seek RSTF monies was 

not ripe.  (3 AA 1066.) The trial court granted YAN’s motion on the pleadings for the same 

reason La Posta’s was denied.4  (3 AA 997.).  On November 13, 2015, entered a final judgment 

on the matter.  (3 AA 1080-1082.) 

STATEMENT OF APPEALABILITY 

This appeal is from the December 30, 2014 Findings and Order following a bench trial, 

and the November 12, 2015 Final Judgment of the San Diego County Superior Court.  This 

appeal is authorized by the California Code of Civil Procedure § 904.1(a)(1).5 

STATEMENT OF FACTS 

The Joint Venture for La Posta’s Casino 

4 On November 4, 2015, La Posta filed for reconsideration, arguing the proposed final judgment would give YAN an 

immediate claim to recourse to La Posta’s tribal assets and thus create the exact case and controversy the trial court 

found unripe—the final judgment would effectively resuscitate La Posta’s claim.  (3 AA 999-1008.)  On November 

12, 2015, the trial court denied the motion for reconsideration.  (3 AA 1009-1010.) 
5 All further statutory references are to the Code of Civil Procedure unless otherwise indicated. 
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On December 18, 2003, La Posta executed a Development & Loan Agreement with YAN 

as part of a joint venture to construct a casino on La Posta’s reservation.  (2 AA 397-400.)  YAN 

agreed to provide casino expertise, interim financing, and guarantee a conventional loan in return 

for 20% of the casino’s annual net revenues.  (2 AA 397.)  Then, on December 21, 2005, La 

Posta executed the Loan Agreement, with Chase with YAN as the guarantor.  (3 AA 825-827.)  

YAN and Chase did not require La Posta to pledge any tribal assets as security.  (3 AA 859: ¶ 

2(c).) 

La Posta opened its casino in January 2007.  From the outset, the casino was not 

profitable and La Posta was unable to make loan payments to Chase.  (2 AA 779-790.)  Faced 

with a $23 million loss as guarantor, on January 30, 2009, YAN bought the loan from Chase and 

began negotiating new terms with La Posta.  (2 AA 781.)  Throughout the negotiations, La Posta 

refused to pledge its tribal assets or RSTF as security.  (See, e.g., 3 AA 895-897.) 

On May 13, 2010, YAN and La Posta executed SARLA.  (1 AA 81-130.)  SARLA was 

intended to offer some reprieve to La Posta in the form of additional financing and delayed loan 

payments to allow La Posta to keep cash-on-hand to revitalize the casino.  SARLA included a 

forbearance for La Posta’s May, June, and July loan payments.  (1 AA 101-102:§ 2.02(a)-(b).) 

The casino did not make enough profit for La Posta to make its first August 1, 2009 or its 

October 1, 2009 payments.  (1 AA 285; 1 AA 222:7-8, ¶ B.)  So, on October 7, 2009, La Posta 

requested a four-month extension on its loan payments: 

Since the closing of the Loan, management at the La Posta Casino 

(“Casino”) has been working diligently to leverage the principal 

and interest relief that it has received to become current on past 

due balances that have snowballed over time. … An additional 

period of similar relief will allow us to continue whittling these 

obligations down and provide us with the ability to focus on 

efficiently operating the Casino moving forward, rather than being 

held back by past due obligations. 
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In addition to allowing for continued pay down of past obligations, 

the additional four months of no principal or interest payments will 

allow further time for Casino management to consider 

implementation of the findings of Strategic Development 

Worldwide [a casino consultant].  

(1 AA 305-306.) 

On January 13, 2010, YAN finally responded to La Posta’s request and granted the 

forbearance: 

Based upon the committed changes being made at La Posta with 

the assistance of SDW, we shall grant a payment extension as 

requested by letter dated October 7, 2009 from Eric LaChappa to 

Chairman Beauty.  In that letter, Mr. LaChappa requested a four 

month extension in the initial three month period of no principle or 

interest payments under the Loan Agreement.  Starting Monday, 

January 8, 2010, the La Posta Casino shall have an additional grace 

period for making principle or interest payments to the Nation. 

This grace period will end on Monday, May 3, 2010 and monthly 

payments as required under the Loan Agreement will resume at 

that time with the first payment due to the Nation in June, 2010.  In 

essence, with this new deadline for making payments to the 

Nation, the Nation will have granted La Posta an extension of 

seven months of no payments of principle and interest due under 

the Loan Agreement.  

(1 AA 327-329.) 

However, even with the extended grace period, La Posta was unable to make any of the 

loan payments because the casino remained unprofitable.  In October 2012, La Posta closed the 

Casino. 

SARLA 

Upon execution on May 13, 2009, SARLA’s initial principal balance was $22,637,500.  

(1 AA 91; 1 AA 65: ¶ 4.)  Even though La Posta’s first required payment was August 1, 2009, 

SARLA’s repayment term began on May 13, 2009.  (1 AA 100; 1 AA 101-102.)  SARLA matured 
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on May 13, 2016.  (1 AA 96; 1 AA 102: § 2.02(c).) 

For the first two years, SARLA § 2.02(a) required La Posta to make monthly loan 

payments that consisted only of accrued interest.  (1 AA 101-102: §§ 2.02(a)-(b).)  Then, on May 1, 

2011, SARLA § 2.02(b) required La Posta to make monthly payments of both principal and 

interest.  (1 AA 102: § 2.02(b).)  All monthly payments were calculated using a 15-year 

amortization period at 10.5% of the outstanding principal and accrued interest.  (1 AA 101-103: §§ 

2.02(a),(b) and 2.04; 1 AA 90.)  On May 13, 2016, La Posta was required to make a balloon 

payment of all remaining principal, interest, and all other outstanding debts.  (1 AA 102: § 

2.02(c); 1 AA 96.) 

YAN’s breach of contract allegations arise from SARLA § 7.01(a) which requires that 

the Obligations immediately “become due and payable without any election or action of the part 

of [YAN]” if there is a default arising from Article VI(b) for La Posta’s nonpayment of principle 

or interest.  (1 AA 116; 1 AA 118-119: § 7.01(a).)  Understanding the “Obligations” involves the 

review of several definitions and incorporated documents. (1 AA 96.)  

Under SARLA, the “Obligations” are defined to include, in relevant part, “all unpaid 

principal of and accrued and unpaid interest” and any “other obligations of [La Posta] to [YAN] 

… arising under the Loan Documents.”  (1 AA 96.)  However, understanding what is included

within the “Loan Documents” requires a review of the terms nested within each other: 

 The Loan Documents are: SARLA; the Note; the Collateral Documents; the 
Environmental Certificate, and any other subsequent agreements.  (1 AA 103: § 2.04; 

1 AA 95.)

 The “Collateral Document[]” includes “the Security Agreement and any other security 
agreement, pledge agreement, deposit account control agreement, or other collateral 
security agreement hereafter . . . to secure the Obligation,” however because there were 
no other security agreements executed after SARLA was executed the only relevant 
Collateral Document is the Security Agreement.  (1 AA 91.)
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 The “Security Agreement” means “the Security Agreement dated December 21, 2005 and 
amended and restated on November 7, 2006 between [La Posta] and [YAN], as assignee 
of Chase Bank, as secured party.”  (1 AA 100.)

 The November 7, 2006 Amended and Restated Security Agreement (“ARSA”) granted a 
security interest in the “Collateral.”  (1 AA 309: ¶ 2.)

 The Collateral included: funds in three of the casino’s bank accounts and funds in any 
bank accounts created by the casino; “Pledged revenues,” which included Casino Assets 
and expressly excluded, in relevant part “any trust lands or trust assets of [La Posta].”  (1 
AA 309: ¶ 2.)

 Under ARSA, “Casino Assets” are, in pertinent part “any and all now owned or leased or 
hereafter acquired or leased Property. . .  that is associated with the present and future 
Casino Operations including, without limitation, the Pledged Revenues and all tangible 
Property utilized in connection with the Casino Operations. . . .”  (1 AA 309: ¶ 2; 
emphasis added.)

 ARSA also contained “Limitations to Recourse” which expressly forbid Chase and YAN 
from “recourse against any Excluded Assets,” which, as defined by the November 7, 
2006 Amended and Restated Loan Agreement, described “any Cash, Cash Equivalents, 
or Property of Borrower that is not Casino Assets.”  (1 AA 323-324: ¶ 29.)

Additionally, SARLA § 7.01(c)(iii) allows YAN to “add any accrued but unpaid interest 

on the Obligations from time to time to principal and charge interest on such capitalized interest 

from the date it is added to principal until it is paid in full.”  (1 AA 119: § 7.01(c)(iii).)  And 

SARLA § 7.01(c)(iv) allows YAN to increase the interest rate to the Default Rate of 13% on any 

late monthly payments and that all accrued and unpaid interest was to be compounded monthly 

on unpaid installments in the event of a default.  (1 AA 103: § 2.06; 1 AA 119: § 7.01(c)(iv).) 

Under the first sentence of SARLA § 13.03, in the event YAN brought legal action to 

enforce SARLA, YAN would also be entitled to recover the Collateral (other than Real Property) 

“in a manner consistent with § 13.04”: 

Borrower and Lender each hereby expressly grants an irrevocable 

limited waiver of its sovereign immunity (and any defense based 

thereon) from any suit, action or proceeding or from any legal 

process (whether through service of notice, attachment prior to 

judgment, attachment in aid of execution, execution, exercise of 
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contempt powers, or otherwise) in any such forums denominated in 

subparagraphs (b) and (c) below, with respect to this Agreement 

and the other Loan Documents and the transactions contemplated 

hereby and thereby; provided, that any recovery upon any 

judgment resulting therefrom shall be limited to recovery against 

the Collateral (other than the Real Property) in a manner consistent 

with Section 13.04. (1 AA 125: § 13.03(a).)

The second sentence of SARLA § 13.03 contains a proviso that allows YAN to seek a 

deficiency judgment under three specific circumstances: 

Notwithstanding the foregoing sentence, Borrower shall be 

obligated beyond its interest in the Collateral, and Lender shall be 

entitled to seek and may seek a deficiency judgment against 

Borrower, as follows: (i) to the extent of all insurance proceeds 

received by Borrower in respect of the Collateral that are not 

applied to - the reasonable costs of repair or restoration of the 

Collateral; (ii) to the extent of any Distributions made in violation 

of the Loan Documents; and (iii) from and after the date Borrower 

commits any act of fraud in connection with Lender, any 

Obligation or any Loan Document, but only upon final 

determination of such matter (A) by a court of competent 

jurisdiction or (b) pursuant to an arbitration proceeding. Borrower 

further irrevocably waives any requirement that may exist for the 

exhaustion of remedies available in any court or forum of 

Borrower.   

(1 AA 125: § 13.03(a); emphasis and paragraph break added.) 

The “Collateral means all of the Collateral covered at any time by the Collateral 

Documents” as described above.  (1 AA 103:§ 2.04.)  SARLA also includes an express 

prohibition on YAN’s recourse to any Excluded Assets (i.e., Cash, Cash Equivalents, or Property 

of Borrower that is not Casino Assets) and further limits any lien by YAN to the Collateral and 

other collateral specifically pledged: 

In any action or proceeding against Borrower to enforce the Loan 

Documents, Lender agrees that it shall have no recourse against 

any Excluded Assets. . . THE LIENS OF LENDER ARE 

LIMITED TO THE COLLATERAL SPECIFICALLY 

REFERRED TO IN THE COLLATERAL DOCUMENTS 

DESCRIBED HEREIN AND ANY OTHER COLLATERAL, 
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SPECIFICALLY PLEDGED TO THE PAYMENT OF THE 

OBLIGATIONS.  

(1 AA 126: § 13.04; capitalization in original.) 

As argued below, applying these sections of SARLA, YAN’s recourse for La Posta’s 

default and breach is limited to the casino’s assets—there are no other funds or property 

described in any of the loan documents that could be available to YAN. 

ARGUMENT 

When the trial court granted YAN’s motion on the pleadings finding no case and 

controversy existed, it did not consider the substance of La Posta’s cross-complaint or its motion 

for judgment on the pleading.  But the case and controversy is not apparent without an 

understanding of the competing interpretations of SARLA.  The trial court should have 

considered the allegations in La Posta’s cross-complaint that explain the dispute over recourse, 

but instead relied on YAN’s position that there was no case and controversy until YAN wanted 

to expand its recourse. 

It is La Posta’s contention that SARLA, and all admissible extrinsic evidence shows that 

La Posta’s tribal assets and RSTF are not security and specifically excluded as recourse for YAN 

to collect its judgment.  YAN argues that when certain criteria are met, SARLA does give YAN 

recourse to La Posta’s RSTF.  Recourse is a fundamental component of SARLA, and so long as 

the parties disagree on their rights under SARLA, a case and controversy exists. 

I. SARLA is clear that YAN never has recourse to La Posta’s tribal assets 

which include the RSTF. 

A. Standard of review for contract interpretation. 

While it may be premature for the Court to review the dismissal of La Posta’s Motion for 

Judgment on the Pleadings, this Court may make a de novo review of the trial court’s denial and 

a de novo review of a contract.  See Daniels v Select Portfolio Servicing, Inc (2016) 246 Cal App 
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4th 1150, 1162; 201 Cal Rptr 3d 390, 403; see also Tin Tin Corp. v. Pacific Rim Park, LLC 

(2009) 170 Cal.App.4th 1220, 1225. 

B. Canons of Contract Interpretation 

The purpose of the law of contracts is to protect the reasonable expectations of the 

parties.  Ben–Zvi v. Edmar Co. (1995) 40 Cal.App.4th 468, 475, 47 Cal. Rptr 2d 12.  “Under 

statutory rules of contract interpretation, the mutual intention of the parties at the time the 

contract was formed governs the interpretation.”  § 1636. 

Ordinarily, the objective intent of the contracting parties is a legal question determined 

solely by reference to the contract's terms.  § 1639; Wolf v. Walt Disney Pictures & Television, 

162 Cal.App.4th 1107, 1126 (2008).  The language of a contract is to govern its interpretation if 

the language is clear and explicit and does not involve an absurdity.  § 1638; WYDA Associates 

v. Merner, 42 Cal.App.4th 1702, 1709 (1996).  Courts must give a reasonable and common-sense

interpretation of a contract, consistent with the parties' apparent intent.  People ex rel. Lockyer v. 

R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., 107 Cal.App.4th 516, 526 (2003). 

Further, the language in a contract must be construed in the context of that instrument as 

a whole.  § 164; Lockyer, 107 Cal.App.4th at 526.  The Court should give effect to every 

provision of the contract.  National City Police Officers' Ass’n. v. City of National City, 87 

Cal.App.4th 1274, 1279 (2001).  Contract language must be construed in context rather than 

interpret a provision in isolation.  § 1641; Westrec Marina Mgt., Inc v. Arrowood Indem Co., 163 

Cal. App. 4th 1387, 1392 (2008). 

When interpreting a contract, the Court “is simply to ascertain and declare what is in 

terms or in substance contained therein, not to insert what has been omitted, or to omit what has 

been inserted; and where there are several provisions or particulars, such a construction is, if 

possible, to be adopted as will give effect to all.”  § 1858.  Courts do not have the power to create 
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for the parties a contract which they did not make, and it cannot insert in the contract language 

which one of the parties now wishes were there.  Sayble v. Feinman, 76 Cal.App.3d 509, 515 

(1978).  

A contract must receive such an interpretation as will make it lawful, operative, definite, 

reasonable, and capable of being carried into effect, if it can be done without violating the 

intention of the parties.  § 1643.  If possible, a Court should give effect to every provision and 

avoid rendering any part of an agreement surplusage.  See Segal v. Silberstein, 156 Cal.App.4th 

627, 633 (2007). 

“Words in a contract which are wholly inconsistent with its nature, or with the main 

intention of the parties, are to be rejected,” § 1653, and “[r]epugnancy in a contract must be 

reconciled, if possible, by such an interpretation as will give some effect to the repugnant 

clauses, subordinate to the general intent and purpose of the whole contract.” § 1652.  

These fundamental rules of contract construction and interpretation will apply to resolve 

the dispute over limits to recourse under SARLA—the dispute is whether a 4-word phrase in the 

middle of SARLA § 13.03(a) controls over the entire contract, or whether the express protections 

in SARLA § 13.04 and the limitations in the security documents incorporated into SARLA 

control any recourse YAN may have. 

C. SARLA is a clear expression of YAN’s and La Posta’s agreement and 
it simply does not give YAN recourse to La Posta’s RSTF monies. 

As detailed above, La Posta’s breach was undeniable and YAN’s damages amounted to 

the principal, $22,637,000, plus accrued and compounded interest.  Under the Default provisions 

of SARLA, specifically § 7.01(a): 

 YAN is entitled to the default interest rate on all unpaid amounts, which was every loan 
payment.  (1 AA 119:§ 7.01(c)(iii).)

 YAN is entitled the Obligations, which expressly include the Collateral, which included
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the Pledged Revenue and the Casino Assets, and expressly excluded La Posta’s 

trust assets.  (1 AA 96; 1 AA 118-119:§ 7.01(a).) 

Controlling all recourse arising under any circumstances, SARLA § 13.04 specifically 

prohibits recourse to the Excluded Assets, which include La Posta’s tribal assets and RSTF, and 

limited YAN’s liens to the Collateral and any other specific pledged security. 

SARLA § 13.04 includes separate, clear and unambiguous language that controls all 

recourse available to YAN under any circumstances: “In any action or proceeding against 

Borrower to enforce the Loan Documents, Lender agrees that it shall have no recourse against 

any Excluded Assets.”  (1 AA 126: § 13.04.) 

It is undisputed that La Posta’s RSTF are not considered Collateral or Casino Assets, 

YAN has admitted this much.  (3 AA 813:24-25; 3 AA 1013:8-10.)  La Posta’s right to RSTF 

payments has always been separate and apart from its casino operation and was never pledged—

it was expressly excluded as a recourse.  (1 AA 309-310: § 2(c).)  So, simply put, Section 13.04 

memorializes YAN’s agreement that it does not have recourse to La Posta’s RSTF distributions, 

or any other non-casino, tribal assets. 

YAN relies upon SARLA Section 13.03(a) in its pursuit of La Posta’s RSTF and argues: 

The SARLA states that, upon a final determination that La Posta 

committed fraud, La Posta is obligated beyond its interest in the 

casino assets.  RSTF distributions are La Posta's assets and are 

not casino assets, therefore, upon a final determination that La 

Posta committed fraud, La Posta's obligation to YAN includes La 

Posta's RSTF distributions.  

(3 AA 1013:5; emphasis added.) 

But this is a deliberate misquote of Section 13.03(a) which obligates La Posta “beyond its 

interest in the Collateral,” not Casino Assets. 

As described above, Collateral and Casino Assets are not synonyms but both incorporate 
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the exclusion of La Posta’s trust assets.  Collateral includes the Security Agreement dated 

November 7, 2006, and that agreement expressly states “provided that in no event shall Pledged 

revenues include . . . any trust lands or trust assets of [La Posta].”  (1 AA 91, 100; 1 AA 310.) 

While Casino Assets include Pledged Revenues, and Pledged Revenues refers back to the same 

November 7, 2006 Security Agreement.  (1 AA 91-92, 98.) 

YAN wants to use the second sentence in SARLA § 13.03 to undercut the express 

exclusion of recourse to Excluded Assets in Section 13.04 (and every other section of SARLA, 

all incorporated documents, and all admissible extrinsic evidence) to allow it unrestricted 

recourse to La Posta’s tribal assets and RSTF: 

One sentence in section 13.03(a) states that recourse is limited as 

provided in section 13.04, but the next sentence states that 

"[n]otwithstanding the foregoing sentence," recourse may be 

unlimited.  The plain meaning of the contract could not be clearer: 

upon a finding of fraud, all of La Posta's assets are on the table.  

(3 AA 1013.) 

However YAN’s interpretation ignores all the rules of construction. 

Under the cannons of contract interpretation, the absence of any stated particular recourse 

after a finding of fraud does not allow the trial court to grant unlimited recourse to all of La 

Posta’s assets as YAN suggests. 

Any interpretation of “notwithstanding the foregoing sentence” cannot create new 

recourse for YAN and cannot render Section 13.04 superfluous.  When reviewing statutes, 

Courts have found that the phrase “[n]otwithstanding any other provision of law” “ha[s] special 

interpretative importance” and “has been called a ‘term of art’ that declares the legislative intent 

to override all contrary law.”  See Faulder v. Mendocino Cnty. Bd. of Supervisors, 144 Cal. App. 

4th 1362, 1373 (2006).  This is illustrated by Mejia v. Reed, 31 Cal. 4th 657, 666 (2003), when 
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the Supreme Court considered the phrase “notwithstanding any other provision of this chapter” 

as used in Cal. Fam. Code § 916(a).  The Supreme Court concluded that the language in § 916(a) 

made that provision susceptible to other statutes.  The term of art only allowed § 916(a) to 

control over other provisions within the same chapter as § 916.  Id. at 666.  

Mejia contemplated the term of art in a statute; here it is used in SARLA.  Contracts are 

construed in accordance with substantially the same cannons of interpretation as statutes.  Costa 

Serena Owners Coal v. Costa Serena Architectural Comm, 175 Cal. App. 4th 1175, 1199 (2009).  

Thus, by analogy, where Mejia interprets “notwithstanding any other provisions of this chapter” 

to allow the limitation to be susceptible to other law, here, “notwithstanding the foregoing 

sentence” is a limitation confined to Section 13.03(a), and more specifically, the proceeding 

sentence only.  The term of art cannot be interpreted to give the prefatory language of the second 

sentence of § 13.03(a) control over all other provisions of SARLA, especially considering the 

specific limitations on recourse in Section 13.04. 

Under the rules of contract interpretation, reading the contract as a whole, the Court 

simply cannot construe part of a sentence in Section 13.03(a)—notwithstanding the foregoing 

sentence— to usurp the clear bargained for limitations in Section 13.04 for an overall 

interpretation that puts “all La Posta’s assets [] on the table.”  (3 AA 1013:26-27.)  Such an 

interpretation would be unreasonable because it would violate the intention of the parties, which 

is explicit in Section 13.04. 

By understanding the dispute between the limits in SARLA § 13.04 and YAN’s efforts to 

expand its recourse by exploiting the 4-word phrase in SARLA § 13.03(a), the case and 

controversy becomes readily apparent.  This dispute is not conditioned on whether YAN chooses 

to seek recourse to La Posta’s RSTF, it is an inherent problem with the language of SARLA.  
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The trial court erred by not considering the fundamental disagreement over the limits to recourse, 

and as describe below, that oversight led the court to err finding there was no case and 

controversy. 

II. An actual case and controversy exists over the parties rights under SARLA.

The trial court erred when it granted YAN’s motion for judgment on the pleadings 

finding that no case and controversy exists.  La Posta alleged that there was an actual case and 

controversy over whether SARLA allowed recourse to La Posta’s RSTF.  This case and 

controversy inherently existed in SARLA, but only became apparent when YAN suggested it 

intended to pursue unpled accusations of fraud and seek recourse beyond the Collateral and the 

Casino Assets.  The disjointed procedural history of this matter cannot vanquish the existence of 

this dispute over the interpretation of the parties’ rights under SARLA. 

The trial court erred when it solely relied upon YAN’s argument that there was no case 

and controversy because “[YAN] does not presently contend that it is entitled to La Posta’s 

RSTF payments as recourse for judgment.”  The dispute over SARLA’s limits to YAN’s 

recourse does not hinge solely on whether YAN “contends that it is entitled.”  The dispute exists 

as La Posta pled it—there is a case and controversy over the limits to YAN’s recourse regardless 

of any present or future claim.  La Posta’s rights to its RSTF remain clouded by the uncertainty 

over the parties’ rights. 

A. Standard of Review for statutory interpretation and a determination 
of a case and controversy. 

A judgment on the pleadings in favor of the defendant is appropriate when the complaint 

fails to allege facts sufficient to state a cause of action.  § 438(c)(3)(B)(ii).  A motion for 

judgment on the pleadings is equivalent to a demurrer and is governed by the same de novo 

standard of review.  Gerawan Farming, Inc. v. Lyons, 24 Cal.4th 468, 515; 101 Cal.Rptr.2d 470 
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(2000).  If the complaint states a cause of action, it is error to grant a defendant’s motion on the 

pleadings.  Welshans v City of Santa Barbara, 205 Cal App 2d 304; 23 Cal Rptr 108 (1962). 

The complaint must be construed liberally by drawing reasonable inferences from the 

facts pleaded.  City of Pomona v Superior Court, 89 Cal App 4th 793, 800-01; 107 Cal Rptr 2d 

710, 715-16 (2001), as mod (June 29, 2001).  Where written documents are the foundation of an 

action and are attached to the complaint and incorporated therein by reference, they become a 

part of the complaint and may be considered on demurrer. Id.  

As the reviewing court, this Court is not bound by the trial court’s construction of the 

complaint; instead it must make its own independent interpretation.  Rader Co v. Stone, 178 

Cal.App.3d 10, 20; 223 Cal.Rptr. 806 (1986).  The issue on appeal then becomes whether a cause 

of action has been stated when the allegations of the complaint are taken as true.  Tiffany v. 

Sierra Sands Unified Sch. Dist., 103 Cal. App.3d 218, 225; 162 Cal.Rptr. 669 (1980).  For 

purposes of review, the motion for judgment on the pleadings is confined to the face of the 

pleading under attack.  Id. 

B. California Code of Civil Procedure § 1060 specifically allows   
declaratory action for a determination of a question of construction of 
a contract. 

The trial court should have reviewed La Posta’s cross-complaint in light of § 1060 and 

allowed La Posta’s cross-complaint to proceed: 

Any person interested under a written instrument, excluding a will 

or a trust, or under a contract, or who desires a declaration of his 

or her rights or duties with respect to another, or in respect to, in, 

over or upon property, or with respect to the location of the natural 

channel of a watercourse, may, in cases of actual controversy 

relating to the legal rights and duties of the respective parties, 

bring an original action or cross-complaint in the superior court 

for a declaration of his or her rights and duties in the premises, 

including a determination of any question of construction or 

validity arising under the instrument or contract.  He or she may 

ask for a declaration of rights or duties, either alone or with other 
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relief; and the court may make a binding declaration of these rights 

or duties, whether or not further relief is or could be claimed at the 

time.  The declaration may be either affirmative or negative in 

form and effect, and the declaration shall have the force of a final 

judgment.  The declaration may be had before there has been any 

breach of the obligation in respect to which said declaration is 

sought.  [Emphasis added.] 

La Posta has an interest in a contract, SARLA, and brought its Cross-Complaint for a 

declaration of its rights and a determination of a question of rights arising under that contract. 

Section 1060 “confers standing upon any person interested under a ... contract to bring an 

action for declaratory relief in cases of actual controversy relating to the legal rights and duties of 

the respective parties.  Application Group, Inc. v. Hunter Group, Inc. (1998) 61 Cal.App.4th 881, 

892-93 (internal quotations omitted.) 

1. Section § 1060 is designed to avoid litigation.

“Under the provisions of [§ 1060], a declaratory judgment action may be brought to 

establish rights once a conflict has arisen, or a party may request declaratory relief as a 

prophylactic measure before a breach occurs.” Mycogen Corp. v. Monsanto Co., 28 Cal. 4th 

888, 898 (emphasis added).  The purpose of a judicial declaration of rights in advance of an 

actual tortious incident is to enable the parties to shape their conduct so as to avoid a breach.  

Babb v. Superior Court (1971) 3 Cal. 3d 841, 848, 479 P.2d 379, 383 (emphasis added).  

Declaratory procedure operates prospectively, and not merely for the redress of past 

wrongs.  Id. (quotations omitted, emphasis added).  It serves to set controversies at rest before 

they lead to repudiation of obligations, invasion of rights or commission of wrongs; in short, the 

remedy is to be used in the interests of preventive justice, to declare rights rather than execute 

them.  Id. (emphasis added). 

“The purpose of a declaratory judgment is to…liquidate doubts with respect to 

uncertainties or controversies which might otherwise result in subsequent litigation.”  Meyer v. 
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Sprint Spectrum L.P. (2009) 45 Cal. 4th 634, 647 (internal quotations and citations omitted; 

emphasis added.)  “One test of the right to institute proceedings for declaratory judgment is the 

necessity of present adjudication as a guide for plaintiff's future conduct in order to preserve his 

legal rights.”    Id. (emphasis added.) 

Even if, arguendo, YAN does not presently contend it has a claim to La Posta’s RSTF, 

the trial court should have found a case and controversy existed to prevent ongoing and future 

litigation over SARLA’s recourse.  An order from this Court directing the trial court to enter a 

declaratory judgment interpreting SARLA should be sufficient to stop all future litigation. 

2. Interpreting the parties’ rights under SARLA is a proper declaratory
action.

“The ‘actual controversy’ language in [CCP § 1060] encompasses a probable future 

controversy relating to the legal rights and duties of the parties.”  Wilson & Wilson v. City 

Council of Redwood City (2011) 191 Cal. App. 4th 1559, 1582.  A justiciable controversy must 

touch on the legal relations of the parties: 

“[W]e may well observe that not only must the controversy be a 

justiciable controversy, as distinguished from a difference or 

dispute of a hypothetical or abstract character; from one that is 

academic or moot, but it must be definite and concrete, touching 

the legal relations of the parties having adverse legal interests.  In 

short, the controversy must be of a character which admits of 

specific and conclusive relief by judgment within the field of 

judicial determination, as distinguished from an advisory opinion 

upon a particular or hypothetical state of facts. The judgment must 

decree, and not suggest, what the parties may or may not do.”  

Wilson v. Transit Authority of City of Sacramento, 199 Cal.App.2d at 716 (emphasis in original) 

La Posta’s cross-complaint clearly pled an actual controversy relating to the plain 

interpretation of the SARLA and to La Posta’s legal rights to protect its RSTF distributions, 

especially in light of the already-issued jury trial verdict in this Court.  A declaratory judgement 

will decree what the parties’ may or may not do with respect to YAN’s recourse and La Posta’s 
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RSTF.  

Two years after La Posta filed its Cross-Complaint, YAN acknowledged the exact same 

case and controversy remained ongoing and exists between the parties with its Tribal Court 

Compliant: 

An actual controversy has arisen and now exists between YAN and 

La Posta…[such that] YAN therefore desires a judicial 

determination of the parties' respective rights and duties with 

respect to those payments La Posta is otherwise entitled to receive 

from the RSTF…[and] [s]uch a judicial determination is necessary 

and appropriate at this time in order that YAN may ascertain its 

rights and duties with respect to those payments La Posta is 

entitled to receive from the RSTF.   

(3 AA 960-961: ¶¶ 28, 32, 33.) 

But then to end the California litigation, YAN has ignored the allegations in its Tribal 

Court Complaint, and before the trial court YAN argued the opposite: 

[T]here is no legal basis for La Posta to contend that a present 

controversy exists meriting the Court’s adjudication of its Cross-

Complaint.   

(3 AA 975:6-7.) 

The trial court erred when it ignored § 1060’s plain language and instead accepted 

YAN’s argument that YAN controls when an actual case and controversy arises when YAN 

chooses to “contend” it has rights to La Posta’s RSTF.  Section 1060 does not require La Posta to 

wait indefinitely with uncertainty on its rights.  Section 1060 is not intended to force La Posta to 

defend itself time and time again when a decision protecting La Posta’s rights to its RSTF would 

forever preclude YAN’s relentless litigation. 

3. The trial court’s judgment emphasizes the actual controversy.

The trial court’s final judgment granting YAN damages (without limitation) further 

emphasizes that the dispute is definite and creates a need for immediate interpretation of SARLA 
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to define the parties’ rights—if YAN were to file its judgment with the California Gambling 

Control Commission (“CGCC”) La Posta would have no recourse to stop the CGCC from 

allowing a lien on its RSTF unless La Posta refiles its declaratory action. 

YAN has informally pledged not to pursue La Posta’s RSTF until it obtains a finding of 

fraud.  However, in California, a judgment is valid for at least 10 years.  La Posta cannot be 

expected to endure a decade of uncertainty wondering whether YAN will one day choose to 

seize its primary asset.  By refiling a new fraud claim arising from the same facts already decided 

by a California jury, YAN has already demonstrated that it will not stop its pursuit of La Posta’s 

RSTF.  

The only resolution over the dispute is for a declaratory judgment that defines what the 

parties may or may not do.  La Posta’s cross-complaint for declaratory relief is proper and a 

legitimate avenue to determine the legal rights of the parties. 

4. This matter is justiciable.

“The concept of justiciability involves the intertwined criteria of ripeness and standing.” 

California Water & Telephone Co. v. County of Los Angeles (1967) 253 Cal.App.2d 16, 22.   

“An important requirement for justiciability is the availability of ‘effective’ relief—that is, the 

prospect of a remedy that can have a practical, tangible impact on the parties' conduct or legal 

status.”  In re Christopher M. (2014) 228 Cal. App. 4th 1310, 1316.  

A remedy can be issued that has a practical, tangible impact on the La Posta and YAN’s 

legal status—that remedy is a declaratory judgment interpreting SARLA’s limits to YAN’s 

recourse and protecting La Posta’s RSTF. 

A declaration that YAN is never entitled to La Posta’s tribal assets and that La Posta 

never pledged its RSTF, or any other tribal asset, as security will put an end to the California 

litigation, YAN’s Tribal court litigation, and stifle any of YAN’s ambition to litigate into 
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perpetuity.  An order from this court requiring the trial court to enter a declaratory judgment 

defining the relative rights of the parties on this issue is necessary guide the CGCC about 

administering La Posta’s future RSTF distributions. 

i. This matter is ripe.

“The ripeness element of the doctrine of justiciability is intended to prevent courts from 

issuing purely advisory opinions.”  Pacific Legal Foundation v. California Coastal Com. (1982) 

33 Cal. 3d 158, 170.An “advisory opinion” is one that makes a suggestion regarding what rights 

may be in a situation, rather than a definite declaration about what they are: 

The real value of the judicial pronouncement—what makes it a 

proper judicial resolution of a ‘case or controversy’ rather than an 

advisory opinion—is in the settling of some dispute which affects 

the behavior of the defendant towards the plaintiff.   

Neary v. Regents of University of California (1992) 3 Cal.4th 273, 282. 

Simply put, a matter is ripe when a judgment “decree[s], not suggest[s], what the parties 

may or may not do.”  Selby Realty Co. v. City of Buenaventura (1973) 10 Cal. 3d 110, 117.  

A two-pronged test is used to determine the ripeness of a controversy: (1) whether the 

dispute is sufficiently concrete so that declaratory relief is appropriate; and (2) whether the 

parties will suffer hardship if judicial consideration is withheld.  Farm Sanctuary, Inc. v. 

Department of Food & Agriculture (1998) 63 Cal. App. 4th 495, 501–502.  

Under the first prong, the courts will decline to adjudicate a dispute 

if the abstract posture of the proceeding makes it difficult to 

evaluate the issues, if the court is asked to speculate on the 

resolution of hypothetical situations, or if the case presents a 

contrived inquiry.  Under the second prong, the courts will not 

intervene merely to settle a difference of opinion; there must be an 

imminent and significant hardship inherent in further delay.   

Id.  (internal quotations and citations omitted.) 

La Posta’s cross-complaint, and YAN’s nearly identical Tribal Court Complaint, clearly 
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meets both prongs.  First, La Posta’s cross-complaint (and YAN’s Tribal Court Complaint) sets 

out a present, ripe dispute that involves the construction and interpretation of provisions of a 

valid written instrument—YAN has a judgment and is ultimately seeking to enforce that 

judgment against La Posta’s RSTF if it can prove fraud in its Tribal Court.  Second, there is the 

imminent hardship and costs of relitigating the exact same dispute to ultimately get to the issue 

La Posta raised its cross-complaint over the limits to recourse. 

ii. La Posta has standing to bring this matter.

Section 1060 “confers standing upon any person interested under a ... contract to bring an 

action for declaratory relief in cases of actual controversy relating to the legal rights and duties of 

the respective parties.”  Application Group, Inc., 61 Cal.App.4th at 892-93 (internal quotations 

omitted.)  La Posta is an interested person under SARLA and is seeking an action for declaratory 

relief from the dispute over La Posta’s right to protect its tribal assets, while YAN is seeking to 

recover its losses from La Posta’s tribal assets.  La Posta has standing to bring this claim. 

This is not an abstract dispute and the trial court was not asked to speculate on a 

hypothetical situation.  Specifically, there is a dispute over whether the language of § 13.03(a) 

allowing YAN “recourse beyond the Collateral” allows YAN to recover its breach of contract 

damages from La Posta’s RSTF, or if § 13.04 which prohibits YAN from any recourse to 

Excluded Assets protects the RSTF and all other tribal assets.  Thus, La Posta is not asking for 

hypothetical future advice about whether or not YAN has recourse to La Posta’s RSTF in the 

event of a default, it is asking for a declaration that YAN cannot attach RSTFs in any event.  

Next, this dispute is much more than a mere difference of opinion on SARLA’s 

interpretation.  YAN has not merely disagreed with La Posta’s evidence or interpretation—YAN 

has sued twice to advance its interpretation that SARLA allows recourse to La Posta’s tribal 
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assets, including the RSTF.  One jury verdict already against YAN was no deterrent.  YAN is 

testing its theory again in a subsequent lawsuit in its own court.  

La Posta has spent hundreds of thousands of dollars to defend YAN’s California 

litigation and now is likely to double its legal expenses defending against the same accusations in 

YAN’s Tribal Court.  In addition to the ongoing litigation, the trial court’s final judgment gives 

YAN an unrestricted path to seek La Posta’s RSTF.  Unless SARLA is interpreted now, La Posta 

will be required to either refile its declaratory action, seek an injunction to prevent the CGCC 

from allowing YAN recourse to the RSTF, or both.  The longer the delay to adjudicate the 

interpretation of SARLA, the greater La Posta’s hardships become—immense legal costs and the 

risk of losing the Tribe’s only source of funding.  

The trial court erred when it wholly ignored La Posta’s pleading and empowered YAN 

with the ability to choose when a case and controversy exists over La Posta’s rights to protect its 

RSTF, a right granted to it by SARLA.  SARLA has an inherent disability in that it has allowed 

YAN to exploit the term “notwithstanding” into two lawsuits, but any review of the contract and 

the admissible extrinsic evidence will clarify the parties’ rights.  The trial court’s decisions must 

be reversed because an actual case and controversy exists. 

III. Because La Posta never made any loan payments, and interest accrued and
compounded on all unpaid amounts, the forbearance had no effect on YAN’s
damages

The value of the old slot machines and restaurant equipment that constitute the Collateral

is insignificant to the $23 million YAN loaned to La Posta.  Unwilling to take a multi-million 

dollar loss, YAN is trying to expand its recourse by using the trial court’s bench trial decision 

that the forbearance caused a $262,000 difference in interest as the foundation for fraud in its 

Tribal Court Complaint.  
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Damages are a necessary element of fraud.  Hasso v. Hapke (2014) 227 Cal.App.4th 107, 

127, 173 Cal Rptr 3d 356.  For its fraud claims in its second lawsuit to survive, YAN needs the 

trial court’s decision finding damages related to the forbearance.  Thus, until La Posta shows that 

the trial court’s interpretation of how SARLA accrued and compounded interest after La Posta’s 

default was wrong, YAN will continue litigating. 

The trial court erred when it did not allow La Posta to present its expert testimony on 

contact damages and instead relied upon YAN’s attorneys’ testimony, ignored the plain language 

of SARLA and the correspondences requesting and granting the forbearance, and failing to 

consider that YAN did not mitigate damages. 

A. Standard of review for contract interpretation. 

This Court’s review of a trial court’s interpretation of a contract is a question of law that 

is reviewed de novo.  Parsons v. Bristol Development Co. (1965) 62 Cal.2d 861, 865–866.  

However, if the Court chooses to review the parties competing testimony, when a 

contract is ambiguous and trial court's interpretation relies on extrinsic evidence, this Court 

applies the substantial evidence standard of review.  Parsons v. Bristol Development Co. 62 

Cal.2d 861 at 865–866.  

B. Because La Posta never made a loan payment, interest accrued and 
compounded over the entire term of the loan. 

La Posta had an expert accountant (“Expert”) review SARLA to determine how interest 

compounds and accrues and how the forbearance affected any accrual.  (3 AA 783-786.)  La 

Posta had prepared the Expert to testify at the bench trial on damages, however when the trial 

court changed the November 13, 2014 appearance—from a trial call and hearing on La Posta’s 

motion to preclude the jury to the bench trial on damages—without notifying the parties, La 
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Posta was never able to present the Expert.  (10/24/2014 RT, 26:11-17; 11/13/2014 RT, 43:9-15;  

44:13-15; 3 AA 683.) 

La Posta’s Expert created the chart based on the principles found in SARLA that shows 

how interest compounded and accrued on every amount owed over the entire life of the loan 

because no payments were ever made.  (3 AA 776-778; 11/13/2014 RT, 24:22-25; 28:3-26.) 

Because nothing paused SARLA’s penalties, the forbearance did not impact YAN over the life 

of the loan.  Id.  SARLA’s language is clear: 

 Section 2.02(a) explains that from August 1, 2009 to May 13, 2011, La Posta was to
make monthly payments of accrued interest.

 Section 2.02(b) explains that from May 1, 2011 to May 13, 2016, La Posta’s monthly
payments were to consist of both principal and accrued interest.

 Section 2.02(c) requires La Posta to make a balloon payment of all remaining principal,
interest, and all other outstanding debts on May 13, 2016.

 According to Section 2.02(b) and 2.04, monthly payments were based on a 15-year

amortization period, at 10.5%, of the outstanding principal and accrued interest.

 Even though SARLA’s payment schedule began on August 1, 2009, supra, under Section
2.04, interest began to accrue on the outstanding principal amount beginning on
SARLA’s execution date of May 13, 2009.

 Under Sections 2.04, the loan accrues interest based on the outstanding principal amount

for each day beginning on May 13, 2009 at 10.5% per annum.

(1 AA 103: §§ 2.04, 2.06) 

However, when the casino did not earn enough for La Posta to make payments and La 

Posta defaulted, several additional SARLA provisions took effect: 

 The default provisions under Article VI(b) applied because of “nonpayment of interest,”
and ultimately, nonpayment of principle and interest;

 Under Section 7.01, the Obligation—i.e., “all unpaid principal of and accrued and unpaid
interest on [SARLA], all accrued and unpaid fees and all expenses, reimbursements,
indemnities and other obligations of Borrower to Lender or any indemnified party arising
under the Loan Documents”—became due “without any election or action” by YAN;

 Because of the default, under Section 2.06 “accrued and unpaid interest on past due
amounts (including interest on past due interest)” began to compounded monthly.
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 Under Section 2.06, the 13% penalty interest rate became applicable to all unpaid
amounts after May 13, 2010.

(1 AA 119: § 7.01; 1 AA 103:§ 2.06.) 

These provisions, coupled with the forbearance, underlie the dispute.  SARLA does not 

contemplate how a forbearance affects interest compounding and accruing, so the language of 

the forbearance request and approval must be considered.  The trail court did not consider 

SARLA in its entirety or limitations in the request and approval of the forbearance. 

1. La Posta’s damage calculations.

SARLA is not an interest-only contract—that is to say instead of only paying interest on 

the principal balance while the principal balance remains unchanged, under SARLA, interest is 

accrued based on the principal balance, which increases after compounding with the previous 

month’s interest amount.  (3 AA 784-785.)  So unless payments were made, the unpaid interest 

kept compounding with the previous month’s principal, and the principal kept increasing month 

after month, despite the forbearance. 

Next, because no loan payments were made, the default provisions became effective 

immediately and automatically (1 AA 119: § 7.01(a) .) and continued throughout the 

entire life of SARLA.  YAN never offered any relief to the compounding and accruing of 

interest.  

To calculate damages, SARLA’s interest rate of 10.5% for payments and accruals applies 

from May 13, 2009 to May 13, 2010, then the default penalty rate of 13% applies from May 13, 

2010 to May 13, 2016.  Column D of the Expert’s spreadsheet reflects the increasing principal 

balance, and the appropriate interest rate is calculated based on the adjusted principal and shown 

in Column F.  (3 AA 776-778.) 

Based on the facts described above, the forbearance would have not changed the 
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calculation of accrued interest because the Expert’s amortization schedule was based on a 

principal balance that adjusts for prior month days interest was based on the terms and 

base/default rates in SARLA, so basic math determined the accrued interest and ending principal 

balance.  (3 AA 776-778.) 

SARLA and the Expert’s chart demonstrate that the forbearance did not affect YAN’s 

contract damages, and calculated damages to be $34,595.095.97 by the time the casino closed.  

(3 AA 776-778.)  The only thing that would have disrupted the perpetual compounding and 

accruing of interest and altered the calculation would have been a loan payment.  So the trial 

court’s finding that the forbearance stopped accruing and compounding interest was in error. 

C. La Posta only requested, and YAN only granted, an extension of time 
to make payments—no evidence shows YAN granted any reprieve  
from the accrual and compounding of interest. 

The brief payment extension was a forbearance, not a forgiveness.  “A forbearance 

occurs when a creditor, in exchange for consideration, agrees to wait for a period of time to 

collect the debt.”  Roodenburg v. Pavestone Co. L.P., (2009) 171 Cal.App.4th 185, 193 

(emphasis added).  To put it differently, a “forbearance” is “the giving of further time for the 

repayment of an obligation or an agreement not to enforce a claim at its due date.”  Boerner v. 

Colwell Co. (1978) 21 Cal.3d 37, 44, fn. 7, 145 Cal.Rptr. 380, 384, 577 P.2d 200, 204. 

“In a contract that provides for interest, the interest accrues from the date of the advance 

or forbearance, unless the contract otherwise provides, and continues after a breach until the 

contract is superseded by a verdict (i.e., entry of judgment) or a new obligation.” (1 Ahart, Cal. 

Practice Guide: Enforcing Judgments and Debts (The Rutter Group 2002) ¶ 3:303.2, p. 3–84); 

see § 3289(a)); Crosby v. De La Rosa (Cal. Ct. App., June 19, 2002, A091883) 2002 WL 

1335645, at *7. 
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La Posta’s forbearance request and YAN’s grant of that request was a bargained for 

exchange for an extension of La Posta’s time to make payments to keep cash on-hand to pay 

down short-term debts and fund operations, and in return allow long-term interest to compound.  

The chronology of events surrounding the forbearance request demonstrates the bargained for 

exchange: 

 La Posta did not make the August, September, or October 2009 payments.

 On October 7, 2009, La Posta asked YAN for “a four month extension to the initial three 
month period . . . where La Posta . . . was not required to make principal or interest 
payments on the [SARLA].”  (1 AA 305-306; emphasis added.)

 La Posta explained that it had been using casino revenue to pay down past due balances 
and explained that “[a]n additional period of similar relief will allow us to continue 
whittling these obligations down and provide us with the ability to focus on efficiently 
operating the Casino moving forward, rather than being held back by past due 
obligations.”  (1 AA 305-306.)

 La Posta explained that a forbearance was to allow time for Casino management to 
consider implementation of the findings of the SDW. (1 AA 305-306.)

 La Posta did not make November and December 2009 or January 2010 loan payments.

YAN’s response acknowledges the exchange, too.  YAN only granted a grace period on

the time “for making no principle or interest payments.” La Posta never asked for, and YAN did 

not grant, any reprieve from the accrual or compounding of interest on unpaid amounts:  

 On January 14, 2010, YAN “applaud[ed] the managerial and operational steps” to make 
the Casino profitable and granted the extension based on the “committed changes” being 
made at the casino.  (1 AA 327-329; emphasis added.)

 YAN acknowledged that La Posta had requested a “four month extension to the initial 
three month period of no principle and interest payments” and granted an additional 
“grace period for making no principle or interest payments” until May 3, 2010.  (1 AA 
327-329; emphasis added.)

 YAN required the first payment due on June 1, 2010.  (1 AA 327-329; emphasis added.)

 YAN confirmed that “the Nation will have granted La Posta an extension of seven 
months of no payments of principle and interest due . . . .”  (1 AA 327-329.)

 Missed payments for August, September, and October 2009 were not accounted for,
unpaid, and ensured that SARLA’s penalties continued.

Ultimately, the extension was of little consequence as the casino was never profitable and
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no loan payments were ever made to YAN.  However, when YAN needed an avenue to pursue 

extra-contractual recourse, the forbearance became relevant as the only way YAN could argue 

fraud damages. 

D. YAN’s lawyers’ calculations are improper testimony for interpreting 
SARLA. 

YAN bears the burden of proving each fact that is essential to its claim.  Cal. Evid. Code 

§ 500.  YAN needs to demonstrate that the forbearance caused damages to support its Tribal

Court case.  YAN only proffered its attorneys’ testimony though two spreadsheets of damages 

calculations in an attempt to meet its burden.  YAN’s lawyer’s self-serving testimony does not 

support YAN’s theory that the request or grant of the forbearance states that interest will stop 

accruing and compounding because it does not rely on SARLA or the correspondences—it was 

created to show what YAN needed to prove fraud. 

YAN acknowledged that, “interest is simple (not compounded) when payments are made 

on time, and compounded when they are late.”  (3 AA 690:6-7.)  Moreover, YAN acknowledged 

that SARLA and the correspondence requesting and granting the forbearance show the 

forbearance did not increase YAN’s damages:  

Mr. LaChappa plainly asked for an additional time, like that initial 
grace period, during which La Posta would not be required to make 
payments.  Thus, if YAN granted the request, which it did, it 
would be akin to extending the grace period or instituting a new 
grace period, such that, although interest would continue to accrue, 
La Posta would have no obligation to make payments of the 
accrued interest during the grace period.   

(3 AA 763-764.) 

Thus, using YAN’s statements, interest compounded on late payments and interest would 

continue to accrue during the grace period, so when La Posta did not make any payments on time 

interest compounded for the life of the loan. 

But then YAN concocted a new position, not based or sourced to any language in 
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SARLA: 

Under YAN's construction, if on the first day of a given month, no 

payment is due, no interest may be compounded at the end of that 

month; however, if on the first day of a given month, a payment is 

due, the amount due and unpaid shall be compounded at the end of 

that month.  It's that simple.”  

(3 AA 761:17-21.) 

Nothing in SARLA supports that interpretation.  YAN offered no other source of 

evidence to support this interpretation.  This is a mischaracterization of SARLA because it reads 

into SARLA the effect of a forbearance where such language does not exist. 

E. YAN’s lawyers made basic errors in their calculations calling into question 
the credibility of their testimony. 

YAN’s attorneys miscalculated interest for the month of May 2010.  The default interest 

rate took effective on May 13, 2010, that month has a 10.5% interest rate for the first 13 days and 

a 13.0% rate for the last 18 days, which was not calculated properly by YAN’s attorneys.  (3 AA 

770-775.)  This simple oversight discredits the calculations as a whole. 

F. YAN used rhetoric to distract from the circumstances and the 
language of SARLA. 

YAN argued that “[h]ad YAN insisted on strict compliance with the SARLA, La Posta 

would be deemed to have defaulted (and compounding would have commenced) on August 1, 

2009, when it first missed a payment obligation (and before the date on Mr. LaChappa's letter).”  

(3 AA 764 fn 7.)  The facts and SARLA show that La Posta missed its August 1, 2009 payment, 

and under SARLA YAN did not need to “insist on strict compliance with the SARLA,” Section 

7.01(a) automatically deemed La Posta in default upon its first missed payment requiring interest 

to begin compounding because § 7.01 required that the Obligation came due “without any 

election or action” by YAN in the event of any default described in Article VI(b)—i.e., 

nonpayment.  (1 AA 119.) 
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Regardless of whether YAN “insisted on strict compliance” or not, under SARLA, La 

Posta was deemed to have defaulted and compounding commenced on August 1, 2009, when it 

missed its first payment obligation and before the date of Mr. La Chappa’s letter. 

But this honest interpretation of SARLA could not support YAN’s unpled accusations of 

fraud, so YAN resorted to hypothetical interpretations rather than evidentiary ones: 

If, however, YAN considered Mr. LaChappa's October 7, 2009 
letter to be a request for relief from La Posta's August 1, 2009 
default, and extended the relief while it considered La Posta's 
request, YAN may have considered any default to have started on 
February 1, 2010 (had it denied the requested extension), the first 
payment date after YAN responded to La Posta's October 7, 2009 
request.  

(3 AA 764 fn 7.) 

There is no evidence to support this speculation.  And it does not align with the facts or 

YAN’s attorney’s calculations.  YAN’s January 10, 2010 letter states plainly that it granted a 

seven-month forbearance ending with the June 1, 2010 payment.  By the time YAN granted the 

forbearance, La Posta had missed six payments; by the time the first payment was due, La Posta 

had missed ten payments. 

G. The trial court erred when it adopted YAN’s position. 

The trial court erred in four ways by wholly adopting YAN’s proposed order.  

First, the trial court found that “[t]he SARLA requires acceleration, upon default, only of 

principal.”  (3 AA 795-796.)  But this is not accurate.  Under SARLA § 7.01(a), when the default 

for nonpayment occurred, “the Obligations shall immediately become due and payable without 

any election or action on the part of Lender.”  The Obligation, as defined, “means all unpaid 

principal of and accrued and unpaid interest on the Restructured Loan, all accrued and unpaid 

fees and all expenses, reimbursements, indemnities and other obligations of Borrower to Lender 

or any indemnified party arising under the Loan Documents.”  (1 AA 96; emphasis added.)  The 
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trial court simply did not consider the definition of Obligation when it adopted YAN’s proposed 

order. 

Second, the trial court ignored the language of SARLA and the October 7, 2009 and 

January 14, 2010 letters when it concluded that “La Posta was not required to make principal or 

interest payments during the extension,” and interest only compounded on “past due amounts,” 

so no interest compounded during the forbearance period.  (3 AA 797: ¶ 12.)  But this conclusion 

is incorrect for two reasons. 

 Nothing in La Posta’s request and YAN’s grant of a forbearance demonstrates

that the parties intended for interest to stop accruing and compounding during the

forbearance.  The evidence shows the opposite—La Posta made a bargained-for

exchange seeking to keep cash on hand for short-term obligations while accepting

the long-term consequences of compounding interest.  YAN offered no evidence

to suggest otherwise.

 By the time the forbearance took effect, interest had already begun to accrue and

compound on unpaid amounts, and no payments were ever made to stop the

repercussion from the default.

Third, the trial court erred by not determining whether interest compounded in August 

and September 2009 when it found that “[s]o long as the agreed-upon extension ceased the 

compounding of interest for even one month, YAN has sustained an injury:... i.e. entitlement to a 

lesser amount due than had YAN not agreed to the extension.”  The agreed upon extension did 

not stop the compounding of interest that began on or before August 1, 2009.  (3 AA 797: ¶ 14.)  

But the trial courts catch-all statement does not articulate how SARLA or the evidence could 

stall interest for even one month. 

Finally, the trial court relied upon YAN’s speculation when it concluded that “La Posta 

would have had moneys available to pay to YAN” had YAN never granted the forbearance.  (3 

AA 797: ¶ 16.)  No evidence supports this claim.  In fact, the evidence points to the opposite—
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La Posta had significant outstanding debt and the casino never earned enough to make a single 

payment.  Regardless of the forbearance, La Posta never would have had money to pay YAN. 

H. YAN failed to mitigate damages. 

The trial court never considered La Posta’s argument that YAN failed to mitigate 

damages.  The doctrine of mitigation requires a plaintiff who suffers damage as a result of a 

breach of contract to take reasonable steps to mitigate those damages and the plaintiff will not be 

able to recover for any losses which could have been thus avoided.  Agam v. Gavra (2015) 236 

Cal.App.4th 91, 111, 186 Cal.Rptr.3d 91.  Under the doctrine, a plaintiff may not recover for 

damages avoidable through ordinary care and reasonable exertion, but the duty to mitigate does 

not require an injured party to do what is unreasonable or impracticable.  Agam, 236 Cal.App.4th 

91 at 111. 

YAN wholly failed to mitigate damages.  When YAN bought the loan from Chase, YAN 

knew the casino was not profitable and that it never earned enough for La Posta to make loan 

payments.  YAN made a bad business decision and should have anticipated the casino’s failure 

from the outset.  

Then, beginning with the first instance of nonpayment in August 2009 until the casino 

closed in 2012, YAN never sent La Posta any default notice.  YAN knowingly let the casino 

continue to operate at a loss to allow interest to compound and accrue in what can only be 

described as profiteering.  YAN should have defaulted La Posta and by doing so could have 

avoided years of losses from unrestrained accruing and compounding interest. 

Finally, after the casino closed, YAN delayed approximately a year before filing its 

lawsuit.  This is problematic for two reasons.  First, a lawsuit was not necessary.  SARLA’s 

remedies were clear—YAN could have seized and sold the collateral.  To date, YAN still has not 
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taken possession of the collateral, which has now depreciated to the point where it is likely 

valueless. 

YAN purchased the loan in an effort to avoid its responsibility as guarantor to Chase with 

full knowledge that the Casino was struggling.  And in retrospect, it appears YAN took on the 

loan with expectations that it could ultimately recover from La Posta’s RSTF. 

When the casino continued to be unprofitable, YAN had a duty to mitigate its losses and 

default La Posta.  Had YAN done so, and exercised any of its contractual remedies, 

compounding and accruing interest would have stopped years earlier.  

IV. CONCLUSION

YAN’s sole focus with the underlying lawsuit and its Tribal Court lawsuit is to expand its 

recourse to recover its multi-million loss on a loan with limited recorse.  The limits to that 

recourse are the focus of La Posta’s Cross-Complaint, and regardless of any ongoing litigation, a 

court will need to declare the parties’ rights under SARLA. 

The trial court erred by empowering YAN with control over when a case and controversy 

exists when it found that YAN could create a case and controversy whenever it chose by 

“contend” that it was entitled to recourse to La Posta’s RSTF to enforce its judgment.  So long as 

the parties rights under SARLA are uncertain, there is a case and controversy.  Moreover, as 

issued, there is no restriction on the November 13, 2015 judgment to prevent YAN from seeking 

to enforce it against La Posta’s RSTF immediately. 

The trial court erred by overlooking La Posta’s Counter-Complaint to find no case and 

controversy exists over La Posta’s right to protect its tribal assets and its RSFT.  The trial court 

erred by ignoring the language in SARLA and the request and approval of the forbearance, and 

by accepting YAN’s attorneys’ testimony when it determined the forbearance increased YAN’s 
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damages. 

La Posta respectfully requests that this Court reverse the trial court’s grant of YAN’s 

Motion for Judgment on the Pleadings, reverse the trial court’s denial of La Posta’s Motion for 

Judgment on the Pleadings, and remand this matter for further proceedings. 
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